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Justification 

of Signal 

Control
Generally, the installation of a 
traffic control signal is considered 
only after all of the following 
conditions are met: 

– One or more of the MUTCD 
traffic signal warrants are met. 

– An engineering study shows 
that traffic signalization will 
improve the overall traffic 
operations and/or safety of an 
intersection.



Justification 

of Signal 

Control

The resulting traffic signal 
will not disrupt the 
progressive traffic flow 
from adjacent traffic 
signals. 

The MUTCD cautions 
that “the satisfaction of a 
traffic signal warrant or 
warrants shall not in itself 
require the installation of 
a traffic control signal.”  A 
Traffic Study shall be 
carried out as well.  



Traffic Signal Warrants

They define minimum threshold levels for a set of objective traffic and

pedestrian operational conditions. If met, they become part of a total

engineering study needed to justify signalization.

The MUTCD identifies nine traffic signal warrants as follows:

Warrant 1 – Eight Hour Vehicular Volume

Warrant 2 – Four-hour vehicular volume

Warrant 3 – Peak Hour

Warrant 4- Pedestrian Volume

Warrant 5 – School Crossing

Warrant 6 – Coordinated Signal System

Warrant 7 – Crash Experience

Warrant 8 - Roadway Network

Warrant 9- Intersection Near a Grade Crossing

Justification of Signal Control



Warrant 1 
Eight Hour 
Vehicular 
Volume

The need for a traffic control

signal shall be considered if

an engineering study finds

that one of the following

conditions exist for each of

any 8 hours of an average day



Table 4C-1. Warrant 1, Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume

Condition A—Minimum Vehicular Volume

The vehicles per hour given in both of the 100 percent 

columns of Condition A in Table 4C-1 exist on the major-street 

and the higher-volume minor-street approaches, respectively, 

to the intersection;

Warrant 1

Eight Hour Vehicular Volume



Condition B—Interruption of Continuous Traffic

The vehicles per hour given in both of the 100 percent 

columns of Condition B in Table 4C-1 exist on the major-

street and the higher-volume minor-street approaches, 

respectively, to the intersection.

Further reading is required in Section 4C.02 of the MUTCD

Warrant 1

Eight Hour Vehicular Volume



2. Intersection 
Geometric 

Design 
Features

– Layout

– Traffic Signal Heads

– Type of Signal Poles

– Detectors

– Location of Traffic 
Signal Poles

– Pedestrian crossings 
(layout and push 
button locations)



Layout

Number of Lanes - Variable

Width of lanes – 3 m – 3.65

Lane allocation

Radii – Depends on Lane Width 
– 10m -15m

Flares (Storage Lanes) -

Pedestrian Crossings

Exit Lanes

Stop Lines – 1m-3m from 
crossing



Location of Traffic Signal Poles

– Nearside - Located 

Between the Stop Line 

and the pedestrian 

Crossing

– Far side – Located on 

the opposite side of 

the intersections

– Islands

– Poles

– Mast Arms



Detectors

There are two types of Vehicle detectors:

– Intrusive (Loops buried in the ground)

– Non- Intrusive

(Video detection erected on traffic signal poles )

Vehicle detectors are used to detect the presence or

passage of a vehicle on a portion of a roadway.



Pedestrian crossings 

(layout and push button locations)

– Width = 2.5 minimum

– 3 m from stop line

– Islands = 1.5 minimum

– Location Of Push Buttons



Layout 



Layout – Road Markings



Signal Head Sizes and Angle of Vision



3. Traffic 
Signal 
Phasing / 
Staging

The word ‘phase’ describes a

set of movements which can

take place simultaneously or the

sequence of signal indications

received by such a set of

movements. In each signal

controller there is a normal

sequence, in which the various

phases receive green.

Example:

Phase 1 or A = left 

turn movement 

from North St to 

West St

North 

St

West St



Traffic Signal Phasing / Staging

A ‘stage’ is that part of the cycle during which a particular 

set of phases receives green.



Traffic Signal 
Phasing / Staging

• For Pedestrians – Based 
on crossing length & 
using an average speed 
of 1.2 m/s.

• For Traffic-
Recommended 7 Sec.

1. 
Minimum 

Green 
Time

• Short times are better  
for traffic management

• Should match actual 
demand. 

• Not recommended that 
cycle times > 120 sec

2. 
Maximum 
Cycle Time



Traffic Signal 

Heads

1. Types of Signal Heads

– Circle

– Left Turn

– Right Turn

– Pedestrians

2. Size of Signal Heads

– 200 mm

– 300 mm



Traffic Signal mode 

of Operation

Traffic Signals can operate as stand alone or a part of a 
coordinated System.

They may operate under two basic modes of operation. 
Fixed time signal, in which basic timing intervals are 
constant, or as an Actuated signal, where many of the 
timing intervals are variable based on demand. 

– Pre-Fixed (Fixed Time) Operation

– Traffic Actuated Operation

• Fully Actuated Operation

• Semi Actuated Operation



Traffic Signal mode of Operation

Pre-Timed (Fixed Time) Operation – is an 
infrequently used mode of operation in which a 
traffic signal operates in a non-actuated mode 
(no vehicle detectors) and in which both the 
timing and phasing do not vary from cycle to 
cycle. 

Advantages : 
• Simplicity of equipment.
• Easy to coordinate along a route or in a grid.

Disadvantages : 
• Can’t recognize or adjust to short term 

fluctuations in traffic 
• Can cause excessive delays to vehicles and 

pedestrians during off-peak periods 



Traffic Signal mode of 
Operation

Traffic Actuated Operation of isolated 
intersections aims to adjust green time based on 
real-time traffic demand sensed by the detectors

Traffic actuated signal control can be broken into 
two types of operation (fully-actuated and semi-
actuated). 

Advantages:

• Reduced Delay (if properly timed) 

• Adaptable to short-term traffic flow changes

• Increased capacity

• More effective at multi-phase intersections 

Disadvantages:

• Higher cost than pre-timed 

• Long term maintenance of detectors 



– The traffic signal operates with

vehicle detection for all signal

phases

– Since the traffic signal

operation is based on traffic

demand, both timing and

phasing can vary each cycle

– Fully Actuated are normally

used at isolated intersections

with high speed and high

volume.

Traffic Signal mode of Operation

Fully-Actuated



Traffic Signal mode of Operation

Semi-Actuated

Semi-Actuated Operation 
is similar to a fully 

actuated traffic signal 
with but not all signal 
phases are actuated.

Some movements do not 
have detection and are 
operated as pre-timed 

phases. 

When this type of 
operation is chosen, it is 
usually the major street 
signal phase that is non-

actuated. 

The timing on the phases 
that are actuated can 

vary or be entirely 
skipped from cycle to 

cycle as traffic demands.

Semi-Actuated Operation 
should be used when 
side streets have low 

volume of traffic.



Simultaneous-phasing is the most

efficient MOO at actuated isolated

traffic signals.

Traffic Signal 

mode of 

Operation

Split-Phasing where 

each approach is 

given its own phase

Split phasing is most 

inefficient mode of 

operation



Need For 
Left Turn 

Protection

The primary factors to consider in the need for 
protection are the left turn volume and the 
degree of difficulty in  executing the left turn 
through the opposing traffic.

Left turn phases can sometimes significantly 
reduce the efficiency of an intersection. 

Left turn phasing should be considered on an 
approach with a peak hour left turn volume of 
at least 100 vehicles and a capacity analysis 
showing that the overall operations are 
improved by the addition of the left turn phase. 



Left Turn 
Signals 

Warrants

Warrant guidelines are used to determine 
when a left turn signal is warranted and 
considers the following factors: 

Left Turn Vehicle Delays 

Left Turn Vehicle Delay – From field left-
turn queue studies, the number of signal 
cycle delays is determined. For a left-turn 
signal to be warranted there must be a 
consistent one to two cycle delay to left-
turning motorists during peak periods 
before consideration. 

Collision History 

Collision History – A left-turn signal will 
be considered should a collision pattern 
develop which would be corrected by the 
implementation of a left-turn signal.



Type of 
Left Turn 

Phasing

Permissive – No left-turn signal is 
provided. Left turns are completed 
during regular green periods through 
gaps in opposing traffic. 

Protected/Permissive  – Begins with a 
left-turn arrow (protected phase) 
followed by solid green where left turns 
are made through gaps in opposing 
traffic (permissive phase). 

Protected – Left turns are completed 
during the left-turn arrow phase only. 
Left turns are not permitted during the 
remainder of the phase. This is generally 
used at locations with dual left turn 
movements.



Sequence 
of Left Turn 
Protection

Leading

Leading Left Turn defines a

left turn signal phase that

precedes the thru green signal

phase on a particular street.

Left turning motorists tend to

react quicker to a leading left

turn than to a lagging left turn.



Sequence 
of Left 
Turn 

Protection

Split

Split Phase – This defines the situation
when each approach on the same
street is serviced separately with
GREEN signal indications. Typically, it is
the side street which is split phased.
The major street should almost never
be split phased.

Split phasing is most inefficient mode 

of operation



Sequence of Left Turn Protection

Lagging Left Turn – This is a left
that comes at the end of the
thru green phase. This type
of sequence is not normally
expected by drivers.

Lead-Lag Left Turns – This is the
combination where the
signal phase both a leading
and lagging left turn signal
phase is provided on the
same street.



Left Turn Signal Displays



Right Turn Indication –

Separate phasing is typically 

not defined for right turns, but 

two types of indications may 

control right turning 

movements. Three parameters 

define the right turn treatment 

for each approach:

– Lane utilization (shared, 

exclusive or channelized) 

– Right turn on red (allowed or 

prohibited) 

– Right turn movement 

protection (permissive, 

protected or both) 

Right Turn 
Signal



Right Turn 
Signal 
Displays



Pedestrian 
Phase

Timing- Walk Interval – Where pedestrian 
phases are provided, Walk Interval timing 
provides the time necessary for a 
pedestrian to leave the curb to cross the 
street. 

Typical minimum Walk Interval time value 
is 7 seconds. Where large groups of 
pedestrians cross, field observation and 
timing should be used to see how long it 
takes the group to leave the curb



Pedestrian 
Phase

When pedestrian signals are 
used, the concurrent and 
parallel vehicular Green Interval 
plus its Yellow Change Interval 
must be checked to assure it is 
of adequate length to provide 
enough time for the pedestrians 
to cross the street. 

This must be done whether or 
not pedestrian signal indications 
are provided. 



Traffic Signal 

Vehicle 

Detection

1. Vehicle Detection

2. Detections for Different 
Approach Speed

a) Stop Line Detection

b) Advance Detection

3. Methods of Detection

a. Inductive Loops 
Detection

b. Microwave detection

c. Video Detection



Vehicle 
Detection

• Vehicle detectors are used to 
detect the presence or 
passage of a vehicle on a 
portion of a roadway. 

• They are a fundamental part of 
any traffic actuated traffic 
signal design as their input 
determines the variable timing 
and phasing of the traffic 
signal. 

• Proper placement of these 
detectors contributes 
significantly to the overall 
efficiency of the traffic 
operations at the intersection.



Stop line Detection

• Stop line presence detection is 
typically used on low-speed 
approaches (30 mph or less).

• Stop line detectors are located at the 
stop line on an intersection 
approach. 

• Stop line detection is used in thru 
lanes on minor approaches, thru 
lanes on low-speed approaches, and 
in left turn lanes. 

• Approaches with only stop line 
detection and with speeds greater 
than 35 mph may cause problems for 
a driver in deciding whether or not to 
proceed through an intersection 
when faced with a Yellow Change 
Interval. This is often referred to as a 
“dilemma zone”.



Advance 

Detection

• Advance detectors are used on the thru lanes 

of moderate/high speed approaches (35 mph 

or greater) in advance of the approach stop 

line. 

• Advance detectors can provide the traffic 

signal controller with information on vehicles 

approaching the intersection and, 

• In the case of a volume density operation, 

can count the number of vehicles on the 

approach that are waiting with a RED signal 

indication. 

• Location of these detectors is based on the 

safe stopping distance of approaching 

vehicles for the approach speed.



Methods of 
Detection

Many different technologies exist 

to enable detection of vehicles. 

The three types of detection 

typically used in Tennessee are: 

– Inductive Loop (standard saw cut 

loops or preformed loops) 

– Video Detection 

– Microwave Detection 



Performed Inductive Loop
Inductive loop detects vehicles by

sensing a change of inductance in

the loop caused by the passage or

presence of a vehicle over the loop.

Inductive loops are placed in the

pavement by saw cutting a slot,

installing loop wire and filling the

saw cut with sealant.

Advantages: Hi-precision detection

Disadvantages:

• Prone to breakdown in poor

pavement structure or road

works.

• Can not be relocated



Video Detection

Video detection is an image

processor consisting of a

microprocessor-based CPU and

software that analyzes video images.



Video Detection

• The detectors areas are programmed through a laptop. 

• Each detection zone emulates an inductive loop. 

Advantages:

• Can be used simultaneously for incident monitoring

• Creating new detection zones is a simple exercise 

• Non-destructive to the roadway surface 

Disadvantages:

• Sun angle, shadows, rain, fog, dust, and power spikes can 
cause problems. 

• Tall vehicles can obscure a lane causing missed signals.



Microwave Detection
• Also referred to as radar detection, microwaves are beamed

toward the roadway by a transmitter device.

• As a vehicle enters the influence area, the microwaves are

reflected back to an antenna at a different frequency,

allowing the presence of the vehicle to be detected.

Advantages:

• Not affected by adverse weather such as fog and rain.

• It can often detect vehicles blocked by high vehicles

Disadvantages:

• Radio frequency 

interference will result in 

mis-detection



Alternative Methods for
Traffic Signal Control

1. Isolated signals fixed–time control systems

2. Traffic control signal system for corridors

3. Urban Traffic Control (UTC) systems for street 

network

a. Traffic Responsive control systems

b. Traffic Adaptive-Responsive control SCATS

c. Traffic Adaptive control systems SCOOT.



Fixed–Time Systems

Signal Plans
Fixed–time systems operate with a set of pre–designed signal
plans, each of which can be implemented at any time, on receipt
of a command from a central control point or using local clocks
synchronized by the timings pulses in electrical supply mains.



Fixed–Time Systems

Signal Plans
– The preparation of signal plans involves representing the traffic

conditions in the network numerically and producing an index of
performance.

– The signal settings in each plan are fixed in that the green periods
and offsets do not vary from cycle to cycle. Thus, fixed–time
systems control known patterns of traffic rather than respond to
demand. This can be both a strength and a weakness of such
systems.



Fixed–Time Systems
Types of Signal Plan

– A typical computer–controlled fixed–time system will have
different plans for any occasion: morning, evening, off–peak,
weekends etc…

– Most modern fixed–time systems have the capability to
implement 40 or more plans.



Plan Preparation and Selection
• A fixed–time system may, typically, involve between 4 and eight

changes of plan during a normal weekday.
• Because of the day–to–day variations, it is often difficult to

decide exactly when to change plan on any particular day
• The aim is that changes should be timed to respond to marked

variations in traffic flow over the day.
• Sometimes plans are changed in response to a manual command

resulting from visual monitoring of conditions using closed circuit
television cameras.

• The most common method is to change plans regularly at a
particular time each day, determined historically by expected
traffic conditions.

• Field implementation & control for isolated intersections
• Remote access for monitoring and time plan modification

Fixed–Time Systems



Alternative Methods for
Traffic Signal Control

1. Isolated signals fixed–time control systems

2. Traffic control signal system for corridors

3. Urban Traffic Control (UTC) systems for street 

network

a. Traffic Responsive control systems

b. Traffic Adaptive-Responsive control SCATS

c. Traffic Adaptive control systems SCOOT.



Traffic control system for Corridors

– Traffic signal installations can be linked together to
co–ordinate the time given to traffic at adjacent
signal sites in order to control traffic movements
over any section of a road network. This is the basis
of the majority of Urban Traffic Control (UTC)
schemes.

– Coordinating signals is a method of signal timing
that causes systems of signals to work together so
that groups of vehicles will be able to move through
the signals without stopping

– The green periods occurring at each junction are
staggered in relation to each other, by specifying an
offset time for each junction with respect to
adjacent junction's distance.



Common Cycle–times

To maintain signal co–ordination from cycle to cycle, each

junction must operate with a common cycle–time or a

simple multiple of it.

Coordination Concepts



• Using a time and distance diagram, offsets can be calculated

to offer a ‘green wave’.

• Best suited for corridor implementation (linear not network)

• Does not always produce the best setting in two-way streets

unless peak hours volumes are well defined on each way.

• Field implementation & control (centralization not required)

• Remote access for monitoring and time plan modification

Green Wave Concept



Alternative Methods for
Traffic Signal Control

1. Isolated signals fixed–time control systems

2. Traffic control signal system for corridors

3. Urban Traffic Control (UTC) systems for street 

network

a. Traffic Responsive control systems

b. Traffic Adaptive-Responsive control SCATS

c. Traffic Adaptive control systems SCOOT.



Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system 
for street Network



Traffic Responsive Control Systems

• Many fixed–time plans need to be prepared ahead of

time and stored in a library

• Live traffic conditions need to be obtained from on–street

detection – Stable communication infrastructure is a

must

• The UTC system uses the live traffic conditions to select

the best-suited plan from the library and send back to the

field controllers.

• This method provides a better solution to respond to

traffic conditions, however it still requires the preparation

of fixed–time plans and continuous update

• It does not provide for sudden changes in traffic patterns

due to incidents.

• It does not cater for local conditions



Traffic Adaptive/Responsive control 
system - SCATS  

The Australian SCATS system (Sydney Coordinated Adaptive

Traffic System) uses local adaptation at the controllers to

modify the action of centrally imposed fixed–time plans

• Similar operation as the responsive, except that the local

controllers can omit, or terminate early, the side–road stage

depending on the local demand for the stage in the current

cycle.

• Stable communication infrastructure is a must

• Field & control center implementation

• Remote access for monitoring and time plan modification



Traffic Adaptive control 
system - SCOOT

To overcome the problem of plan preparation, the fully 
adaptive SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimization 
Technique) system was conceived.

• Live traffic conditions need to be obtained from on–
street detection – Stable communication infrastructure 
is a must

• The UTC system uses the live traffic conditions and 
uses a traffic model to predict the delay and stops.

• Then it generates time plans to adapt to the traffic 
condition and send back to the field controllers.

• Field & control center implementation 

• Remote access for monitoring and time plan 
modification 


